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Details of Visit:

Author: Pathonemesis
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: July 07 16.00
Duration of Visit: 30 minutes
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Lacey's
Website: http://www.laceys-massage.com
Phone: 02087597400
Notes: Formerly in Slough

The Premises:

Upstairs flat in a residential street. Reported on previously. Plenty of parking in the area. Not very
discreet.

The Lady:

Mature blonde woman in her 40's with shortish hair. Sunbed tan and appears to work out. Tits were
average and in good nick for a woman of her age. Average looking.

The Story:

Decided to have a 'bit of everything' which is half an hour of fun and apparently Lisa is quite
raunchy and uninhibited.
Would've preffered a younger woman but decided to try out Lisa as the maid had said she did
everything.
I had to wait for a while for Lisa to join me.
Lisa came in and took the money before disappearing again, this time making me wait for a bit
longer, which was a bit irritating.
However she apologised for the wait and asked me to lie down on the towel. Seemed rather
mechanical and businesslike at first but she warmed up and licked my nipples for a while asking
what I liked. I decided not to have the owo, and opted for covered oral.
This was just average and the whole experience was rather typical of a paid punt.
I relaxed and let her do the job for a few minutes before giving her body a nice rub down. She's in
good shape but her skin wasn't as firm and tight. Nice shapely legs which I massaged and licked.
Shagged her in doggy and then mish. Took a good pounding in doggy and then got her to lie down
and asked if I could remove the condom to cum on her tits which she gladly appreciated.
Jerked over her tits with some cum flying onto her chin. This was bit of a turn on as she didn't
immediately wipe it off but actually got her finger and scooped it into her mouth.
Having cleaned up, she gave me a massage as we still had some time left. She didn't work at trying
to get me hard for another shot but nevertheless, the massage was a nice touch to end the session.
Got dressed and then made my way out.
6/10 for looks and perhaps a 7/10 for service. 
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